ENGLISH-I
Lesson-6
TENSES
1. What is Tense? Give examples.
Ans. Tense is a form of verb that indicates the time or a state of an action and event.
Eg. Diya draws a picture (present tense)
Diya drew a picture (past tense)
Diya will draw a picture (future tense)

2. What are the different types of tenses? Write with examples.
Ans. The different types of tenses are
a. Past tense-Verb that refers to the past.
Eg.I wrote the letter.
b. Present tense-Verb that refers to the present.
Eg.I write the letter.
c. Future tense-Verb that refers to the future.
Eg. I will write the letter.
3. What is Present Perfect Tense? Give examples
Ans. Present Perfect Tense indicates an action that has been completed sometimes before the
moment, with the result that affects the present situation. The form of present perfect tense ishas/have +verb.
Eg. He has finished the work.
4. What is Past Continuous Tense? Give examples.
Ans. Past Continuous Tense indicates an action that was going on a particular time in the past. It
talks about an action that was taking place when something else was going on. The form of past
continuous tense is –was/ were+verb + ing.
Eg. We were studying when the phone rang.
5. What is Future Continuous Tense? Give examples.
Ans. Future Continuous Tense Indicates an action in the future that is longer in duration than
another action in the future. The form of future continuous tense is –will/shall be+ verb + ing.
Eg. I will be working in the garden.
BOOK EXERCISES (page-40)
A. Unscramble the words
1. Rained
2. Watching
3. Buzzing
4. Smells
5. Raced
6. Will

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.
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Complete these sentences with the present continuous form
1. Is doing
2. Is closing
3. Are planning
4. Are playing
5. Am writing
Complete the following with the past continuous form (page 41)
1. Was riding
2. Was waiting
3. Was hopping
4. Was walking
5. Was swimming
6. Was telling
Fill up with verbs (page 42)
1. Waiting
2. Opening
3. Serving
4. Playing
5. Sitting
6. Getting
Circle the more suitable verb
1. Going
2. Giving
3. Attending
4. Making
5. Standing
6. Singing
Complete the passages as instructed
1. Simple future tense
Ans. will move, will stay, will attend, will make
2. Present continuous tense
Ans. Is visiting, is studying, is staying, is teaching
3. Past continuous tense
Ans. was reading, were watching, was playing, was howling
4. Future continuous tense
Ans. Will be switching off, will be cruising, will be landing, will be starting, will be
serving

HOMEWORK (Assignment)
Page number 45; complete the table

